Crossing the
Finish Line
Boston “261Fearless” Marathon
By Lela Moore ‘88

I do not think anyone who witnessed my
attempts to run laps around the parking lot
at the old St. Nicholas campus for Mrs.
Norred’s Movement class would have said,
That girl is one day going to run a marathon.
Well, they were wrong. I have run five marathons. My most recent
one was the Boston Marathon on April 17, 2017, and it was both my
slowest and my most difficult but also my most rewarding as I ran it
pregnant with my son, Ned, who was born on September 7.
The 2017 Boston Marathon was the fiftieth anniversary of
Kathrine Switzer’s historic race. Ms. Switzer was the first woman to run
Boston with an official bib, which a race official tried to rip off her a few
miles into her run (she got away). I met Ms. Switzer in the fall of 2016
after I wrote an article for The New York Times about running books by and for women; her memoir, “Marathon Woman,” was
featured. During our interview, which was supposed to last 10 minutes and instead stretched to over an hour, she told me that she
had founded a charity, called 261Fearless after her famous Boston bib, to
encourage women’s
running groups
around the world.
The charity’s first
race would be Boston
2017, and Ms. Switzer
herself would be
running to mark the
anniversary of her
first Boston. Oh, and
would I like to join
them? I would. I
signed up and pledged
to raise $7,261, the
minimum stipulated
by the charity.
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Two months later, I found out I was pregnant,
and would be 20 weeks pregnant on marathon
day. The charity encouraged me to keep my spot,
and my doctor told me that as long as running was
comfortable for me, I should keep at it. Given that
when Kathrine Switzer was training for Boston in
1967, women were told not to run — much less
to run marathons — because it was thought their
uteruses would fall out of their bodies, it seemed
like a particularly pointed poke at history to run the
race pregnant. I lowered the intensity of my training
but increased my calories and stuck to my miles.
As a woman raised in the post-Title IX era, when I was never told I couldn’t or
shouldn’t run, and in fact encouraged by teachers like Mrs. Norred to enjoy it (advice I would
not heed for another 20 years), listening to Ms. Switzer’s
stories of being run off the road while training and looking at the famous photo of the Boston race officials trying
to yank her off the course was quite the eye-opener. I
wanted my son to know that his mother didn’t back
down, either.
And so I found myself in Hopkinton, Mass., on
April 17, with 124 other women wearing burgundy
261Fearless singlets. We traded sunscreen and lip balm
and training war stories over bagels and assorted other
carbs and listened to a pep talk by none other than
Ms. Switzer. Then we walked to the starting line and
we were off, united in our charitable quest but everyone quickly splitting off from the group
to run her own race. I ran through several small suburban towns before entering Boston
proper, and just before I came across the famous Citgo sign, the indication to all marathon
participants that the finish line is a couple of miles away, I saw Ojas Tejani ‘89 on the side
of the road, yelling “Lela Moore from Chattanooga, Tennessee!” at me! I’d really come full
circle from those parking-lot laps at St. Nicholas, I thought, and waved.
We traded a few laughs and on I went, passing my family for a last round
of photos before turning onto Boylston Street, bursting into tears and crossing the
finish line.
“When ordinary women run, they become extraordinary,” wrote Kathrine
Switzer in her memoir. Crossing that finish line in Boston felt extraordinary. And
now that I’m a mom, I hope my son will one day point at the framed bib on his wall
and understand what that means, and why I undertook it with him.
Lela Moore is a comment moderator and audience writer for the Community
Team at The New York Times. She covers reader reaction to breaking news
and popular articles on topics ranging from politics to business to sports. She
also writes the weekly Top 10 Comments feature with Times Insider.
She has worked at The Times since 2005, and joined Community in 2011.
Before her work on the Community team, she helped roll out TimesSelect, the
predecessor to The Times’ digital paywall, on the Opinion page and was an
online assistant in Opinion.
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